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Rocketbirds 2 Evolution, developed by Ubisoft Montpellier’s world-renowned Sponza Studios, is the
delightful story of Hardboiled Chicken (with a flaming head) and the pint-sized budgie commandos

on a mission to save the world. Hardboiled is the world’s greatest detective and his sidekick,
Smokestack, and they must use all of their extraordinary skills to defeat an army of evil penguins,
crazy space owls and other fowl creatures in the battle to save the world. Rocketbirds: Evolution is

the story of Hardboiled Chicken (flaming head) and Smokestack the Smallest Budgie. Hardboiled and
Smokestack set out on a mission to save the world. While the majority of the gameplay involves

soaring through the skies with Hardboiled’s Jetpack, players will engage in thematic, platform action.
Players will use an assortment of weapons, equipment and collectible characters from the cut-scenes

to seamlessly navigate the physical environment as they fly, drop, run and leap their way to their
goal. Smokestack the Smallest Budgie is the world’s smallest budgie. The pint-sized bird is a capable
martial artist, hacking and slashing his way through dangerous enemies at break-neck speeds. His
mission? To protect the world against evil penguins, space owls and other fowl creatures with his

spectacular new martial arts style, the Budgeflug. Smokestack wears a protective mask throughout
his adventures, but eventually he will unveil his true identity. Key Game Features: •Cinematic

platforming, action-adventure game with a story that has its roots in the classic platformer genre.
•The game features a dynamic, continuous level; players will seamlessly engage in the game, while
seamlessly hopping, running, flying, and diving through the environments. •Rocketbirds 2 Evolution
features a unique Jetpack. The primary gameplay of the game is largely centred on Hardboiled and

Smokestack’s air battle traversal, which can be broken down into two modes: -Flying with Hardboiled
through short altitude valleys, hills and other small terrain features -Flying through large valley

slopes, precipice drops, and larger, more dangerous obstacles •Over 100 unique weapons, upgrades
and collectible characters to unlock through gameplay. •Players will engage in a variety of fun mini-
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games during gameplay.

Strata Design 3D SE Features Key:
Embellishment of colorful but simple style day-to-day clothes

Realistic and detailed doll hair and makeup
Colorful and rich dresses, coats, and skirts

2016 Manufacturer Cooperation - DAIWA GROUP - BANDAI SDN BHD

Texture up
Slip any clothes you want
Upper, Body, Bicep, Waist, Leg, Hair and Face a

2016 Manufacturer Cooperation - FACE - FUJIFILM CORPORATION

Lacy springy long hair split up
Ponytail texture
Cloth skirt with flower
Cloth belt with accent design
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